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Abstract
Objective:

The low melanin production (depigmentation) evolved from low ultraviolet radiation may be the principal
determinant of malignant melanoma of skin (C43).

Design:

Country-speci�c estimates of C43 incidence, daily UVR exposure, skin colour (EEL), socioeconomic status
(GDP PPP), magnitude of reduced natural selection (Ibs), ageing, urbanization, percentage of European
descendants (Eu%), and depigmentation measured by blonde hair colour, were subjected to statistical
analyses. Data were derived from WHO, United Nations, World Bank databases and the literature.

Setting:

Ecological analysis

Participants:

182 individual countries.

Main outcome measures:

Parametric and non-parametric correlations, partial correlation analyses keeping confounders statistically
constant, multivariate regressions and analyses of variance.

Results:

Worldwide, UVR exposure was in negative correlation with C43 (“rho” = -0.515, p < 0.001). This
relationship remained signi�cant and negative in parametric partial correlation (r = -0.513, p < 0.001)
when GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization were statistically kept constant.

In stepwise linear regression analysis, UVR was the variable having greatest negative in�uence on C43
incidence (R2=0.301).

Worldwide, C43 incidence was in strong correlation with Eu% (r = 0.711, p<0.001). The inverse
relationships between C43 and UVR exposure (r = -0.498, r<0.001) and Eu% (r = 0.477, p<0.001) remained
signi�cant in partial correlation analysis.

When C43 incidence rate was standardized on Eu% it did not correlate at all with UVR (“rho”=0.004,
p=0.967, n=127). The country-speci�c depigmentation level strongly correlated with C43 incidence (r =
0.705, p<0.001, n= 48). Partial correlation analysis revealed that C43 correlated to depigmentation
signi�cantly (r=0.315, p<0.01). However, UVR showed almost nil correlation with C43 when
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depigmentation, together with the other four potential confounders was included as the controlled
variable.

Conclusions:

C43 incidence may not be attributable to UVR exposure. Low melanin production, genetically determined,
that has adaptively evolved over generations represents an ultimate risk factor for C43.

Introduction
Malignant melanoma of the skin [1] (WHO ICD: C43) is a malignancy of pigment-producing cells
(melanocytes) which are primarily located in the skin [2]. It represents a signi�cant and growing public
health burden worldwide. Globally, the C43 incidence rate has been increasing over past decades [3].
Worldwide, in 2012, the incidence rate of C43 reached 3.0 per 100,000 and, globally, an estimated 232,130
people developed C43 [4, 5]. Much effort has been made to investigate to what extent changes in
behaviour, in the environment, or in early detection are involved, but the mechanism of the increasing
incidence is still not well understood [3].

It has been constantly reported that high C43 incidence has occurred in people of European descents in
last decades [5–9]. It is estimated that the annual increase in incidence rate of C43 for European-derived
populations remains much higher than for all other populations [5, 10]. Therefore, European phenotypes,
such as blond hair, light-coloured eyes, fair skin, sun-sensitive skin, more naevi (moles) [11] and freckles
[12–15] have been considered as risk factors for C43.

Extensive studies have presumptively linked C43 risks to sunlight exposure-related behaviours, such as
strong sun exposure in childhood [16, 17], sunburn episodes [18, 19], solarium use [20], and outdoor work
[21]. Although the conclusions are largely associative and circumstantial, high UVR exposure has been
commonly accepted as the primary risk factor for C43.

It has been widely advised and accepted that exposure to intense UVR levels causes damage to the DNA
of melanocytes, which constitutes a major contributor for developing C43 [22–28]. However, although
this theory appears plausible, it poorly explains the true epidemiology of C43 worldwide and the regional
variations. For example, UVR in the Europe region of World Health Organization (WHO) is signi�cantly
lower than in other regions [29], but its C43 incidence rate is signi�cantly higher than other WHO regions
[30]. These are detailed in the results section.

C43 prevention campaigns have advocated sunscreen use to reduce the C43 risk [31]. Contrary to the
campaign aims, some epidemiological studies have showed that sun-blocking substances, such as
sunscreen lotion do not protect against C43 development [32–34]. Surprisingly, studies have reported that
individuals regularly applying sun block could have a higher risk of C43 than non-users [33, 35–37].
Therefore, the controversial role of sun-blocking products in protecting against and promoting C43
development remain confusing and intriguing for professionals and lay-people [3, 33].
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Before high UVR exposure is unanimously accepted as the risk factor for C43, researchers have started to
debate whether intermittent [38] or chronic [39] sun exposure should be considered as the risks of C43.
Several studies may make the debate pointless because they have revealed that C43 can develop in skin
areas with little or no UVR exposure (i.e. mouth, soles of feet, palms of hands, mucosal sites, buttock and
genital areas) [40, 41]. Moreover, a recent study published in Nature even revealed the whole-genome of
some C43 subtypes which could occur without sun exposure [41].

Regardless of rare early C43 onset in young people with fair pigmentation [42], ageing is a well-
established risk factor, which may be partially attributable to more sun exposure [12, 16, 43] as the sun
exposure is cumulative over lifetime.

From an evolutionary perspective, it has been known that human adaptation to low UVR exposure in
Northern Europe over many generations resulted in decreased melanin production, most likely to permit
su�cient vitamin D production in the skin in these environments [44]. During this micro-evolutionary
process, recessive mutations/ genes disabling normal melanin production for skin, hair and eye
colouration were accumulated. This process may also lead to �uctuation of folate and folic acid in
human blood [45–47].

We advance the hypothesis that recessive mutations/genes arising during the micro-evolutionary process
leading to severely reduced ability to produce melanin, may easily undergo somatic mutations resulting in
C43 development. This hypothesis was tested using population-level data on human pigmentation and
C43 incidence obtained from international data-collection organizations which were then adjusted for
ambient UVR exposure and other variables.

Materials And Methods
Data Sources

The country-speci�c data published by the agencies of the United Nations were downloaded for this
ecological study.

1. The GLOBOCAN 2012 estimate of country speci�c Melanoma of the skin (WHO C43) incidence rate in
both sexes [30]

GLOBOCAN provides contemporary population level estimates by cancer site and sex [48]. This project is
conducted by the World Health Organization (WHO) cancer research agency, the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC).

As per the International Statistical Classi�cation of Diseases and Related Health Problems (10th Revision
(ICD-10)-2015-WHO Version for 2015), IARC clustered 10 types of malignant neoplasms of skin as the
malignant melanoma of skin which is coded as C43.
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C43 incidence rate is expressed as the number of persons who were diagnosed with C43 in 2012 per
100,000 population. The C43 incidence was reported as both a crude rate and an age standardised rate at
world level. In order to improve the comparability of data between the countries, the age-standardized
incidence rates were selected.

2. Country-speci�c skin re�ectance (armpit) extracted from the previous publication [49]

Skin colour has been postulated as the risk factor for C43 for several decades [50–52]. Skin colour can be
quanti�ed as the re�ectance rate of white light from the skin minimally exposed to UV radiation (in the
armpit). Data on skin re�ectance of various populations worldwide were previously studied and published
[45, 46, 53, 54]. We extracted the country-speci�c skin re�ectance data relevant for each country from
previous publications using the same �le as analysed in Brace et al. [49].

3. The WHO Global Health Observatory (GHO) data on the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation
(UVR) level (in J/m2) and life expectancy at age 60-years [29]

The country-speci�c UVR estimate was calculated by the WHO from the satellite data or a proxy such as
latitudinal position by assuming a population-level exposure represented by yearly ambient erythemally
weighted UVR [29]. UVR has been backdated by approximately 10 years (1997–2003) to re�ect long
exposure duration with delayed presentation of C43.

We hypothesized that micro-evolutionary adaptation to low-level UVR may be a determining factor of
melanoma worldwide. Therefore, the variable UVR is interchanged as “low UVR” in order to improve the
reading �uency of this paper.

Ageing has been included as a potential confounder in this study as it has been linked to C43 risk in a
number of publications [12, 16, 43]. We indexed ageing at the population level with the life expectancy at
age 60 in 2010, which re�ects the overall mortality after the age of 60-years.

4. The World Bank published data on per-capita GDP PPP and urbanization [55]

Socio-economic level has been associated with C43 risk [48, 56]. We chose per capita GDP purchasing
power rate (GDP PPP in 2012 international $) because it takes into account the relative cost of local
goods, services and in�ation rates of the country.

Urbanization has been postulated as a major C43 predictor [57] because it represents the major
demographic shift entailing lifestyle changes [58–60]. Urbanization is expressed with the country-speci�c
percentage of total population living in urban areas in 2012.

5. Country-speci�c magnitude of C43 gene accumulation downloaded from previous publication [61]

Natural selection, as one of the key mechanisms of evolution, differentiates individuals’ reproductive
success (combination of mortality and fertility) depending on their genetic endowment. The Biological
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State Index (Ibs) has been constructed to measure the opportunity for natural selection through
differential mortality at the population level. The Ibs calculation combines life table function dx (number
of deaths at age x) with the age-speci�c completed relative fertility rate sx (fraction of total fertility to a
woman up to age x): Ibs = 1 – Σdxsx. More details concerning the calculation and interpretation of this
index can be found in previous publications [61–66].

Due to changing mutation/ selection balance in a population, the Biological State Index (Ibs) can be
considered as the index of country-speci�c magnitude of C43 gene accumulation [63, 67].

The country-speci�c Ibs was downloaded from the previous publication [61]. It has been postulated that
reduced natural selection (measured by increased Ibs) may have allowed accumulation of deleterious
genes of non-communicable diseases such as cancers, including C43 [63], type 1 diabetes [64] and
obesity [61, 68] at the population level.

6. The C43 incidence rate varies between geographical areas with the highest rates in Europe [30, 48, 69]
and in countries with greatest proportion of European descendants [5, 10, 70–72]. Therefore, we prepared
the following two further variables concerning populations of European origin/ descendants.

1) Country-speci�c percentage of European descendants (Europeans % hereinafter) was collected from
the EuroStat for European countries [73], and government and non-EU government documents for the rest
of the countries with European descendants.

2) The country grouping of the WHO Europe Region was singled out for analysing the correlation between
UVR and C43. We also obtained the country-speci�c percentage of population with light hair [74] as the
measurement of the magnitude of depigmentation (depigmentation level hereafter).

All the potential confounding variables (GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization) and independent
variables (Skin re�ectance, UVR, Europeans % and depigmentation level) were matched with the
dependent variable, country-speci�c C43 incidence rate. We obtained a set of data consisting of 182
countries for our analysis. Each country was treated as an individual subject in this study. The number of
countries for each individual variable included in the dataset may be different because not all the
countries had uniformly available variables due to various reasons. All the data were extracted and saved
in Microsoft Excel® for analysis.

Data analysis
Our data analysis proceeded in six steps to examine the worldwide correlation between UVR exposure
and C43 incidence:

1. Scatter plots were produced with the cross-country raw data (not transformed) in Microsoft Excel® to
explore and visualize the strength, shape and direction of correlation between UVR exposure and C43
incidence worldwide. Points representing Australia and New Zealand appear to be the outliers. However,
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we did not remove these two datum points as the major outliers because they represent the truth that
Australia and New Zealand have the highest C43 incidence rates although their UVR levels are not the
highest as per the previous publications [5, 10, 75].

Scatter plots were also conducted to explore the relationships between C43 incidence and Europeans %
worldwide, country-speci�c UVR within WHO-Europe and depigmentation level within European area
respectively.

2. Nonparametric correlation analysis (Spearman’s ρ) was conducted to evaluate the worldwide direction
and strength of the correlation between C43 and each independent and potentially confounding variable.

3. Partial correlation of Pearson’s moment-product approach on log-transformed data was conducted to
explore the worldwide correlation between C43 and UVR and skin re�ectance respectively when we
controlled for the potential confounding variables (GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization).

4. Standard multiple linear regression (Stepwise) was conducted on log-transformed variables to select
the variables which had the greatest in�uence on C43 incidence when UVR, Ibs, ageing, GDP PPP and
Urbanization were entered as the independent variables.

Considering that C43 has been constantly associated with people of European origin, we replaced UVR
with the other two variables, “WHO EU Region” and “Europeans %”, respectively and repeated the above
analyses (Step 2–4). In these two subsequent analyses, we did not analyse the relationship between the
variable of skin re�ectance and C43 due to the very limited number of countries with available data in
each data set.

Additionally, when we conducted the partial correlation within the dataset of “WHO EU Region”, we
alternated depigmentation and UVR as the control variable together with the other confounding variables
(GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization) to explore whether UVR and depigmentation were correlated with
C43 independent of each other. Similarly, when we conducted the partial correlation with the dataset of
“Europeans %”, we alternated Europeans % and UVR as the control variable together with the other
confounding variables (GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization) to explore whether UVR and EU%
correlated with C43 independent of each other.

5. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to detect the signi�cant differences between the six WHO
regions among the means of C43 incidence rate, and “Residual of C43 standardised on UVR” [76]. Further
post-hoc (Bonferroni) testing was performed to identify the source (pairs) of signi�cant differences.

6. European population (WHO European Region) has the signi�cantly higher incidence of C43 [5, 10, 70,
71], but signi�cantly lower UVR than in all the other WHO regions. To examine if, statistically, they could
explain each other in terms of their worldwide relationships with C43 incidence, we used the analysis of
residuals, because C43 incidence is curvilinearly related to UVR and Europeans %. We have calculated the
best �tting regression line of C43 to each of the two variables and then for each country predicted
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incidence of C43 using that regression. Residuals were calculated as differences between predicted C43
incidence and its actual incidence. These residuals were correlated with other variables in Spearman rho
analysis. They were also correlated with one another as well.

The best �tting equations, y = -7.902ln(x) + 68.305 (R² =0.3629) and y=-7.902ln(x) + 68.305 (R² = 0.3629)
were applied for the calculations of residuals of C43 incidence standardized on Europeans % and UVR
respectively.

Scatter plots, ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni tests were conducted with the raw data. Nonparametric
correlation, partial correlation of Pearson’s moment-product and multiple linear regression analysis
(stepwise) were conducted with SPSS v. 25 on the log transformed variables. The signi�cance was kept
at the 0.05 level, but 0.01 and 0.001 levels were also reported. Standard multiple linear regression
analysis criteria were set at probability of F to enter ≤ 0.05 and probability of F to remove ≥ 0.10.

Patient and Public Involvement

This study does not involve any human participants or animals.

Results
Worldwide, the relationship identi�ed in the scatterplots between UVR and melanoma was noted to be
logarithmic with a relatively strong, but negative correlation (r = -0.6024, p < 0.001, n = 171, Fig. 1). This
may indicate that people living in low solar ultraviolet radiation exposure environments have higher C43
incidence risk.

Worldwide, UVR exposure was in signi�cant and negative correlation with C43 in non-parametric
correlation analysis (r = -0.515, p < 0.001, Table <link rid="tb1">1</link>–1). This relationship remained
signi�cant and negative in partial correlation (r = -0.513, p < 0.001) when GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and
urbanization were statistically kept constant (Table 1–2).

However, skin re�ectance correlated positively with C43 at a marginally signi�cant level (r = 0.325, p = 
0.057, n = 35, Table <link rid="tb1">1</link>–1). The correlation between skin re�ectance and C43 became
weak (r = 0.153, r = 0.505, df = 19) when GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization were statistically kept
constant (Table 1–2).

When UVR, GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization were included as the predictor variables in stepwise
linear regression analysis, UVR was selected as the variable having greatest in�uence on C43 incidence
rate (R2 = 0.301, Table 1–3).

The ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni procedure revealed that WHO EU Region had the highest mean C43
incidence rate (7.53/1000) which was, statistically, signi�cantly higher than in any other WHO region.
However, WHO EU Region having the highest incidence of C43 has the signi�cantly lowest mean of UVR
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(2189 J/m2) amongst all the six regions. Besides mean C43 incidence in WHO EU Region differing
signi�cantly from those in other regions, there were no signi�cant differences between other regions
(Table 2).

Average residuals of “C43 standardised on UVR” in different WHO regions do not differ between various
WHO regions (Table 2). It may suggest that, without contributing effects of low UVR, the total contribution
of all the other C43 risk factors may not be su�cient for the mean difference between WHO EU and other
WHO Regions to reach a level of signi�cance. This seems to indicate that without negative statistical
effect of UVR on melanoma incidence (by calculating residuals), the Europeans would have the same
C34 incidence as people from other regions.

Worldwide, the relationship identi�ed in the scatterplots between Europeans % and melanoma was noted
to be linear with a relatively strong, but negative correlation (r = -0.6123, p < 0.001, n = 135, Fig. 2).

Table 3 − 1 showed that C43 incidence was in negative strong correlation with UVR exposure (r = -0.699, r 
< 0.001), and in strong and positive correlation with Europeans % (r = 0.711, p < 0.001). These
relationships between C43 and UVR exposure (r = -0.498, r < 0.001) and Europeans % (r = 0.477, p < 0.001)
still remained signi�cant in partial correlation analysis when GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and Urbanization were
statistically kept constant (Table 3 − 2).

Stepwise multiple linear regression analysis, including C43 incidence rate as the dependent variable and
Europeans %, UVR, GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and Urbanization as the independent variables, selected UVR as

the variable (β = -0.552) having the greatest but negative in�uence on C43 incidence with R2 = 0.299,
while Europeans % was placed second increasing R2 to 0.336 (Table <link rid="tb3">3</link>–3).

Worldwide, the residual from C43 incidence rate standardized on Europeans % did not correlate at all UVR
in Spearman’s rho analysis (r = 0.004, p = 0.967, n = 127). Neither did the residual from C43 incidence rate
standardized on UVR correlate with Europeans % in Spearman’s rho analysis (r=-0.030, p = 0.735, n = 127).
However, the residues standardized on UVR and Europeans showed signi�cantly strong correlation with
each other (r = 0.753, p < 0.001, n = 127). This may suggest that, statistically, worldwide, Europeans % and
UVR depend on each other for their respective correlations with C43 incidence rate.

Figure 3 indicated that country-speci�c depigmentation level strongly correlated with C43 incidence in
scatterplots (Power, r = 0.7051, p < 0.001, n = 48).

Table 4 − 1 showed that C43 incidence was in strong positive correlation with both depigmentation (r = 
0.696, r < 0.001, Table 4 − 1) and strong negative correlation with UVR exposure (r = − 0.677, p < 0.001,
Table 4 − 1). In partial correlation analysis these relationships between C43 and depigmentation (r = 
0.512, r < 0.001, Table 4 − 2) and UVR exposure (r = -0.425, p < 0.001, Table 4 − 2) remained signi�cant
when GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization were statistically kept constant. Depigmentation still showed
signi�cant and positive correlation (r = 0.315, p < 0.01, Table 4 − 3) to C43 when UVR, together with other
four potential confounders (GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization), was included as the control variable.
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However, UVR showed almost nil correlation with C43 when depigmentation, together with the other four
potential confounders (GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and Urbanization), was included as the controlled variable
(Table <link rid="tb4">4</link>–4). This indicates that, statistically, depigmentation is a signi�cant C43
incidence rate predictor which is independent of UVR. In other words, it seems to suggest that
depigmentation may contribute to C43 incidence rate without the contribution of UVR to this rate.

Within WHO EU, stepwise multiple regression analysis selected GDP PPP as the variable having the
greatest in�uence on C43 incidence rate with R2 = 0.642, while depigmentation was placed second
increasing R2 to 0.720 when depigmentation, GDP PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization were entered as the
independent variables (Table 4–5). In the same model, GDP PPP was selected as the variable having the
greatest in�uence on C43 with R2 = 0.657, while UVR was placed second increasing R2 to 0.711 (Table 4–
5). Subsequently, when depigmentation was incorporated as an independent variable together with GDP
PPP, Ibs, ageing and urbanization, GDP PPP was selected as the variable having the greatest in�uence on

C43 with R2 = 0.657, while depigmentation was placed second increasing R2 to 0.732. However, UVR was
removed by the analysis as having no statistically signi�cant in�uence on C43. This revealed that,
statistically, the correlation between UVR and C43 was dependent on depigmentation, but depigmentation
correlated with C43 independent of UVR.

Discussion
By examining the relationship between UVR and C43 incidence across 182 countries, our analysis
suggests that:

1. Countries with low UVR exposure had high C43 incidence rates.

2. Countries with greater percentage of European descendants (Europeans %) had higher C43 incidence
rates.

3. There was negligible correlation between UVR exposure and country speci�c C43 incidence when
percentage of European population was kept statistically constant (residue of C43 incidence
standardized on country-speci�c Europeans %).

4. In Europe, countries with high level of depigmentation had higher C43 incidence rate. Statistically,
country-level depigmentation negatively correlated with country-speci�c UVR exposure in a stepwise
model indicating its long-term evolutionary adaptation to low UVR.  

Our results indicate that UVR may not be the primary cause of C43 worldwide. From the perspective of
human evolution, it may be the magnitude of heritable depigmentation due to adaptation to low UVR
exposure that may predispose to C43 worldwide irrespective of direct individual exposure to sunlight. We
applied the modern evolutionary theory to interpreting how human adaptation has produced the
underlying cause for C43 over a number of generations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
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The �ndings of our study contradict the common belief that high UVR exposure of individual humans is
the primary or major risk factor for C43 [5, 77-80]. Biologically, the human body readily responds to
changing environmental stresses, such as UVR, until they are adapted to keep themselves �t and survive.
The adaptation process involves a mutation, or genetic change to make adapting traits inheritable.
Vitamin D is essential for maintaining strong bones and ensuring essential healthy functioning including
the lungs, cardiovascular system, immune system, and brain [81]. Although UVR only constitutes
approximately 10% of the total light output of the sun, it is the best natural force for producing vitamin D.
Melanin, produced in melanocytes, is able to dissipate more than 99.9% of UVR radiation absorbed by the
skin [82]. More melanin in skin not only protects the skin cells, including the pigment cells – melanocytes
– against UV damage, but also against destruction of folate [45-47]. If too much melanin is produced in
the epidermis for absorbing UV irradiation, skin cells may be protected, but synthesis of vitamin D may be
inhibited because of lack of penetration of UV into skin [83-85]. However, if there is not enough melanin
produced in the skin, cells in skin would not have enough protection from UVR damage because more
UVR would be able to penetrate deeper into the epidermis.

People living in areas with low UVR, would be advantaged by carrying the genes/ mutations which could
alter their cell physiology for producing less melanin to allow more UVR penetration for more vitamin D
genesis and proper levels of folate [46]. Populations lacking those genes/ mutations favoured by natural
selection for su�cient vitamin D production would be un�t, and selection pressure would favour
elimination of high-melanin genes because the essential health effect of vitamin D was not su�cient.
These mutations may evolve into inheritable genetic signatures of populations with low UVR exposure
[63, 86]. In people living in areas with low level of UVR exposure for generations, the amount of melanin in
human skin must be balanced between allowing enough UV penetration to produce vitamin D and
preventing over-exposure from creating potential solar damage to skin cells [87].

Almost all laymen and professionals believe that too much exposure to UV radiation is the main
determining factor for carcinogenic damage to skin cells, including melanocytes. However, our study,
statistically suggests that C43 occurrence is not attributable to UVR exposure. Worldwide, the negative
correlation between UVR and C43 indicates that low UVR, instead of too much UVR exposure, may be the
principal risk factor for C43 at the population level. Europeans who live in the lowest UVR situations have
the highest C43 incidence rates (Table 2, Figure 3-1). Extensive epidemiological studies in C43 and
demographic statistics have focused on the European populations. We took advantage of these data for
our analyses of the relationships between UVR and C43 in different models.    

Within the WHO Europe Region, C43 incidence correlates positively with depigmentation while it
correlates negatively with UVR exposure.  The �rst relationship is independent of UVR exposure, but the
latter is dependent on depigmentation. Further regression analyses implied that, statistically, 1) low UVR
and Europeans % explained each other for their contributing effects to C43. 2) if Europeans could live in
any other WHO Region with higher UVR exposure, their C43 incidence may be at the similar level to
Europe, and signi�cantly different from people who have lived in that region for generations.
Evolutionarily, low UVR has forced Europeans to depigment, and the genetically determined
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depigmentation may have made Europeans more susceptible to C43 independent of the environmental
factor, UVR. The results of our study are in agreement with the �nding that C43 can develop in skin areas
with little or no UVR exposure [40, 41]. A recent study even revealed the whole-genome landscapes of
major C43 subtypes which could occur without UVR [41]. Also, a study conducted by Rampen and Fleuren
postulated that C43 may not be caused by UVR, but by xenobiotic in�uence [88].

Large-scale primary C43 prevention programmes aiming at little UVR exposure have not yet been proven
effective [32, 34, 89], or unexpectedly, exacerbated C43 initiation [33, 35-37]. This may be explained by our
hypothesis that C43 may primarily be a genetic disease due to long-term adaptation to low UVR, but this
process aids vitamin D production to maintain essential healthy functioning including the bones, lungs,
cardiovascular system, immune system, and brain [81].

The other key �nding in this study is that, worldwide, countries with low UVR had the trend to have high
C43 incidence. This is completely opposite to the current commonly accepted belief, “high UVR, high risk
for C43” which was primarily concluded from previous C43 epidemiology studies in Australia and New
Zealand. As shown in Figure 1, Australia and New Zealand have the highest C43 incidence rates
internationally (34.90 and 35.80 per 100,000 respectively) [48], but their UVRs (3206 and 2487 J/m2

respectively) are much lower than in many countries with low C43 incidence rates [29]. This �nding is not
explained by the common conclusion of “high UVR, high C43”.

Australians and New Zealanders are predominately European descendants, coming mostly from Northern
Europe that includes Britain and Ireland. Australia and New Zealand do have somewhat higher UVR levels
(3206 and 2487 J/m2 respectively) than Europe (2198 J/m2), while their C43 incidence rates
(34.90/100,000 and 35.80/100,000 respectively) are very much greater than in Europe (7.53/100,000).
While the UVRs in both Australia and New Zealand are lower than the worldwide mean UVR (3802 J/m2),
their C43 rates are much higher than the worldwide rate (3.0/ 100,000). Although, there has been no
clinical trial showing that high UVR causes C43 [88], most people, including laymen and professionals
may still have been misled to believe that high UVR is the primary risk factor for C43 in Australia and New
Zealand, or even globally. We have considered several factors which may make the correlation of high
UVR with high C43 apparently spurious in Australia and New Zealand:

1) Australia and New Zealand have the highest rates of skin cancer incidence in the world, almost four
times the rates registered in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States of America [30] despite
their UVR exposure being below the world average. Australians and New Zealanders have learned how to
minimize sun exposure, how to seek cancer screening and self-diagnose skin cancers from a young age.
For instance, skin cancer has been considered as a “National Cancer” [90]. This strong awareness of skin
cancer, compounded by a high level of medical service delivery, has enabled Australians and New
Zealanders to be diagnosed with more C43 through self-diagnosis and cancer screening. These effects
have increased incidence statistics.
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2) Non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC), most of which are basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous
cell carcinoma (SCC), account for over 98% of total skin cancers. Patients with BCC and/or SCC may
have an increased risk for developing C43 [91-95] and certainly have the highest possibility of early
melanoma diagnosis their skin being clinically assessed multiple times during BCC and SCC treatments.

3) The 5-year survival rate in C43 is very high (>90%) in Australia and New Zealand, while the  history of
C43 has a de�ned chance for reoccurrence [92]. Even “cured” patients with past melanoma are subject to
a higher risk of developing a further new C43, making C43 incidence even higher in these countries.     

4) High levels of medical services and nutrition have substantially reduced natural selection. Almost all
Australians and New Zealanders survive their full reproductive period, and they have the opportunity to
pass on their C43 mutations/genes to the next generation. When this process repeats for 4-5 generations,
the C43 mutations/ genes accumulate and the phenotype of C43 then becomes noticeable at the
population level [64, 68].

5) Low fertility rates have been associated with cancer risks in both females and males [67, 96, 97].
Fertility rates in Australia and New Zealand are much lower than in many other countries. This may also
partially explain the higher C43 rates in these two countries.      

It has been reported that vitamin D may protect against the development of cancers, including C43 [98-
100]. Although people who lived for generations in areas with low UVR exposure produce less melanin
allowing more UVR to penetrate skin for more vitamin D genesis, they still have higher risk of developing
C43. There may be two reasons: 1) Mutations have occurred in the genome of the people living in low
UVR area, which made them prone to develop C43. Although those people could have favourable factors,
such as su�cient vitamin D production, they still have high risk of developing C43 because their C43 is a
genetically determined disease. 2) Vitamin D alone may not be capable of attenuating or preventing C43
occurrence.   

In our study, skin re�ectance correlated with C43 (r= 0.325, p=0.057, n=35) at a similar level, but positively,
to the negative correlation of UVR with C43 (r=-0.515, r<0.001, n=171) in non-parametric analysis.
However, the former correlation between armpit skin re�ectance and C43 incidence lost signi�cance and
became weak (r = 0.153, r = 0.505 df =19) in the subsequent partial correlation. The explanations could
be: 1) The smaller sample size of armpit skin re�ectance. 2) Armpit skin re�ectance may not be a precise
measure of melanin production in the skin because great variability of skin colour in different seasons
and body sites [101-103]. Pigmentation may vary 70-100% in skin  [104]. Therefore, pigmentation of UVR
unexposed skin, including the armpit or inside of the upper arm cannot fully represent the constitutive
skin pigmentation [50-52, 104].

Conclusion
The “high UVR, high C43 incidence” theory does not explain C43 epidemiology regionally and globally.
Our study suggests that genetic coding related to low melanin production in skin, which evolved as a
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genetic adaptive trait to low UVR exposure over generations, is the primary risk factor for C43. Since
abnormalities in vitamin D and folate affect individuals in pre-reproductive and reproductive phases of
life, while most C43 occurs later in life (mostly post-reproductive), natural selection acting through
differential reproductive success could support depigmentation over a small and less reproductively
meaningful risk of malignancy – to favour increased melanoma risk with progressive adaptive
depigmentation.

What is already known on this topic

Human adaptations to changing environments, such as ultraviolet radiation, result from alterations of
the genetic code. The amount of melanin produced in the skin is inversely related to the ultraviolet
radiation human populations were exposed to over generations.

The whole-genome landscapes of major malignant melanoma subtypes have revealed that they
could occur without sun exposure.

Reduction of skin exposure to ultraviolet radiation does not prevent incidence of malignant
melanoma.

What this study adds

Statistically, populations living in the low ultraviolet radiation environments have greater risk to
develop malignant melanoma than those exposed to high ultraviolet radiation.

Malignant melanoma is a genetic disease resulting from the natural selection for low melanin
production genes in environments with low ultraviolet radiation exposure.

Genes for low melanin production in the normal skin may be prone to somatic mutations causing
malignant melanoma.
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Tables
Table 1 Worldwide relationships between melanoma (C43) incidence and UVR exposure in nonparametric (Spearman “rho”), partial correlations
and Stepwise multiple linear regression analyses 

  Table 1-1:

Nonparametric

  Table 1-2:

Partial Correlation# 

 

 

Table 1-3:

Stepwise multiple linear regression

  r n   r df  Rank Independent Variables Adjusted R2

UVR exposure (Negative) -0.515*** 171   -0.513*** 163   1 UVR Exposure (Negative) 0.301

Skin reflectance  0.325## 35   0.153   19   2 Ibs 0.321

GDP PPP   0.383*** 172   - -   3 Ageing 0.363

Ibs    0.456*** 172   - -   4 GDP PPP Insignificant

Ageing  0.415*** 174   - -   5 Urbanization  Insignificant 

Urbanization 0.354*** 178   - -        

Significance level of correlation:  * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

# Keeping intake of GDP PPP, Ibs, life e (60) and urbanization constant.

## p=0.057, marginally significant at the level of p<0.05 

Data sources: Melanoma of skin incidence rate from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research; UVR,
expressed as the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2) & ageing, indexed by life e60 from the World Health Organization; Skin

reflectance from previous publication (Brace, Henneberg & Relethford, 1999); GDP PPP & Urbanization from the World Bank; Ibs from the previous

publication (Budnik & Henneberg 2017).  

 

Table 2 Comparisons of mean differences of melanoma (C43), UVR and Residuals of C43 standardised on UVR between WHO regionsrespectively  
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C43 incidence rate, 

Std Dev=5.51 

  UVR exposure, 

Std Dev=1465.29

  Residual of C43 standardised on UVR,

Std Dev=4.50

WHO
Region 

J
I (Region)

n

Mean

Mean 
Difference (I-J)/Std

Dev*

  I (Region)
n

Mean

Mean 
Difference (I-J)/Std

Dev

  I (Region)
n

Mean

Mean 
Difference (I-J)/Std

Dev

AF
n=45

Mean=1.13

-0.16   AF
n= 43

Mean=5182 

0.39   AF
n=44 

Mean=-0.15

0.05 AM

0.13   0.50*   0.46 EM

-1.16***   2.04***   0.14 EU

0.13   0.13   0.32 SEA

-0.39   0.76***   0.11 WP

AM
n=32

Mean=2.01

0.16   AM
n=30

Mean=4607

-0.39   AM
n=29 

Mean=-0.12

-0.05 AF

0.28   0.10   0.41 EM

-1.00***   1.64***   0.09 EU

0.29   -0.27   0.27 SEA

-0.23   0.37   0.06 WP

EM 
n=22

Mean=0.44

-0.13   EM 
n=21

Mean=4457

-0.50*   EM 
n=18
Mean= -1.18

-0.46 AF

-0.28   -0.10   -0.41 AM

-1.29***   1.54***   -0.32 EU

0.00   -0.37   -0.13 SEA

-0.52   0.26   -0.34 WP

EU
n=50 

Mean=7.53

 

1.16***   EU
n=48

Mean=2198

-2.04***   EU
n=50 

Mean=2.00

-0.14 AF

1.00***   -1.64***   -0.09 AM

1.29***   -1.54***   0.32 EM

1.29***   -1.91***   0.18 SEA

0.77**   -1.28***   -0.03 WP

SEA
n=11

Mean=0.42

-0.13   SEA
n=11

Mean=4996

-0.13   SEA
n=10
Mean=0.87

-0.32 AF

-0.29   0.27   -0.27 AM

0.00   0.37   0.13 EM

-1.29***   1.91***   -0.18 EU

-0.52   0.63   -0.21 WP

WP
n= 21

Mean=3.18

 

0.39   WP
n=19

Mean=4070

-0.76***   WP 
n= 19
Mean=0.83

-0.11 AF

0.23   -0.37   -0.06 AM

0.52   -0.26   0.34 EM

-0.77**   1.28***   0.03 EU

0.52   -0.63   0.21 SEA

One-way ANOVA, Bonferroni was conducted to explore the mean difference between the six WHO regions. WHO region abbreviations: AF, Africa;
AM, Americas; EM, EM, Eastern Mediterranean; EU, Europe; SEA, South-East Asia; WP, Western Pacific.

Mean difference comparison results are reported. Significance of differences * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Data sources: Melanoma of skin incidence rate is from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research; UVR,
expressed as the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2) is from the World Health Organization. 
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Table 3 Worldwide relationships between melanoma (C43) incidence and Europeans % in nonparametric (Spearman “rho”), partial correlations and
Stepwise multiple linear regression analyses

  Table 3-1: 

Nonparametric

  Table 3-2: 

Partial Correlation 

  Table 3-3: 

Stepwise multiple linear regression  

  r n   r df  RankIndependent VariablesAdjusted R2

Europeans%  0.711*** 127   0.477*** 121   1 UVR (Negative) 0.299

UVR   -0.699*** 135   -0.498*** 119   2 Europeans % 0.336

GDP PPP   0.642*** 129   - -   3 Ibs 0.400

Ibs    0.736*** 129   - -   4 Ageing 0.470

Ageing 0.595*** 130   - -   5 GDPPPP 2010 0.487

Urbanization 0.595*** 134   - -        

Correlation significance level:  ***p< 0.001, **p< 0.01, *p< 0.05  

-  Control variable  

Data sources: Europeans % (percentage of European descendants ) from the corresponding government statistics or various publications;
Melanoma of skin incidence rate from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research; UVR, expressed as the
average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2) & ageing (life e60) from the World Health Organization; GDP PPP & Urbanization from the

World Bank; Ibs from the previous publication (Budnik & Henneberg 2017). 

 

Table 4 Relationships between depigmentation level and melanoma (C43) incidence within WHO Europe Region in nonparametric (Spearman “rho”),
partial correlations and Stepwise multiple linear regression analyses 
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  Table 4-1 Nonparametric   Table 4-2

Partial Correlation 

  Table 4-3

Partial Correlation

  Table 4-4

Partial Correlation

  r n   r df   r df r df

Depigmentation  0.696*** 48   0.512*** 44   0.315** 41   - -

UVR (Negative)   -0.677*** 50   -0.425** 42   - -   -0.006 41

GDP PPP   0.823*** 50   - -   - -   - -

Ibs    0.769*** 50   - -   - -   - -

Ageing 0.675*** 50   - -   - -   - -

Urbanization 0.631*** 50   - -   - -   - -

- Variable kept statistically constant.
Data sources: Melanoma of skin incidence rate from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research;
Pigmentation from the previous publication (Carleton 1939); UVR, expressed as the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2) &
ageing (life e60) from the World Health Organization; GDP PPP & Urbanization from the World Bank; Ibs from the previous publication (Budnik &
Henneberg 2017). 
 

Table 4-5: Stepwise multiple linear regression (n=50)
Rank Independent Variables Adjusted R2  Rank Independent Variables Adjusted R2  Rank Independent Variables Adjusted R2

1 GDP PPP  0.657  1 GDP PPP 0.642  1 GDP PPP 0.657
2 UVR exposure (Negative) 0.711  2 Depigmentation  0.720  2 Depigmentation 0.732
3 Ibs 0.742  3 Ibs 0.768  3 Ibs 0.771

4 Ageing Insignificant  4 Ageing Insignificant  4 Ageing Insignificant
5 Urbanization  Insignificant  5 Urbanization  Insignificant  5 Urbanization  Insignificant
6 Depigmentation Non-predictor  6 UVR exposure Non-predictor   6 UVR exposure Insignificant
Stepwise multiple linear regression modelling was reported. Contribution of variables is listed in order of how much they contribute to Melanoma of
skin incidence.   
Data sources: Melanoma of skin incidence rate from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research; Europeans
% (percentage of European diaspora/descendants) from the corresponding government statistics or various publications; Pigmentation from the
previous publication (Coon1939); UVR, expressed as the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2) & ageing (life e60) from the
WHO; GDP PPP & Urbanization from the World Bank; Ibs from the previous publication (Budnik & Henneberg 2017). 

Figures
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Figure 1

Relationship between low solar ultraviolet radiation exposure and malignant melanoma of skin (C43)
incidence rate worldwide. Legends: Data sources: Melanoma of skin incidence rate from the International
Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research; UVR, expressed as the average daily
ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2)
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Figure 2

Population-level relationship between country speci�c percentage of European descendants and
malignant melanoma of skin cancer (C43) incidence rate. Legends: Data sources: Melanoma of skin
incidence rate from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, WHO agent in cancer research;
Europeans % (percentage of European diaspora/descendants) from the corresponding government
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statistics or various publications; UVR, expressed as the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level
(in J/m2) & ageing (life e60) from the WHO.

Figure 3

Relationship between melanoma of skin (C43) incidence and depigmentation level respectively. Legends:
Data sources: Melanoma of skin incidence rate from the International Agency for Research on Cancer,
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WHO agent in cancer research; Pigmentation from the previous publication (Carleton 1939); UVR,
expressed as the average daily ambient ultraviolet radiation level (in J/m2).


